A new method of designing a pneumatic high-pass filter has been developed by the
(1) Determination of characteristic impedances of cascading elements in a channel junction low-pass filter with different cross section4). (2) Realization of a frequency transformation p to 1/p for changing the filter into a high-pass filter. (3) Realizarion of an equivalent transformation for the reduction of circuit elements. (4) Determination of characteristic impedances and dimensions of cascading elements in a pneumatic high-pass filter. In this paper, the design calculations for some pneumatic high-pass filters are shown according to the design method and the characteristics of these filters are examined on the basis of Schaedel's analytical theory. The results indicate that these filters have relatively good characteristics, but a slight deviation is observed when the characteristic curves are compared with the desired characteristic curves. Table 2 Dimensions of filter Table 3 Dimensions of filter 
